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Accumulations

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Accumulation L221000 - Large box, with several thousand stamps, both loose and on fragment, from all over the world, even 
repeated, also noted stamps from the classical or semi-classical period, a large lot of leaflets, all different, which 
alone is worth part of the price , some beautiful pieces of postal history and first day stockcards, 1 kg gross weight, 
box included. Lots of fun! The photo is only an example of the lot. Lot always available, even in multiples of 
kilograms.

50 €

Accumulation L223148 - Accumulation on 4 stockbooks, with stamps, mainly used, also classical period, from Italy, Kingdom, 
France, Hong Kong

35 €

Accumulation L223149 - Accumulation on 3 stockbooks, also Portuguese colonies, Spain, Norway. 35 €
Accumulation L223150 - Collection on 5 stockbooks, with stamps, also from India, Sweden, Holland 25 €
Accumulation L223155 - Collection of various materials, in stockcard box. 25 €
Accumulation L223168 - Large Accumulation, of stamps and leaflets, new and used, many cpl set, and many Topical. To be 

inspected with the utmost attention.
110 €

Accumulation L223169 - Accumulation on 3 stockbooks and loose pages., Also Poland, Italy, Argentina. 50 €
Accumulation L223174 - Collection with album blocks, and stockbook blocks, with stamps, new and used 40 €
Accumulation L223175 - Accumulation of various material, including postal history 40 €
Accumulation L223181 - Accumulation on 2 stockbooks, with stamps, also from England, Colombia, Canada, Palestine 30 €
Accumulation L223196 - Accumulation of various material, on stockcards. Look at the pictures. 40 €
Accumulation L223203 - Accumulation on 2 stockbooks, with stamps, mainly from England. 35 €
Accumulation L223206 - Accumulation on 3 stockbooks, with postage stamps, and postal history. 40 €
Accumulation L223207 - World Postal History Collection. 15 €
Accumulation L223218 - Collection of 3 stockbook cabinets, with stamps, new and used. Noticed UN New York leaflet. 45 €
Accumulation L223222 - Collection with postage stamps, postcards, new and used, and postal history. 45 €
Accumulation L223233 - Collection of various material. Look at the pictures. 15 €

Coins and
medals

L223237 - Stock of Coins and medals and banknotes, mainly France, Germany, and England. To be inspected 
carefully

40 €

Accumulation L223242 - Collection of various material 20 €
Accumulation L223251 - Collection with postage stamps on stockcards and postal history 30 €
Accumulation L223267 - Collection of small binders, with stamps, especially from Vietnam. 40 €
Accumulation L223269 - Collection of 3 binders, and binder pages, with stamps, also from Ajman, USA, Canada. 55 €



Accumulation L223276 - Collection of stamps, new ** never hinged. 40 €
Accumulation L223277 - Collection, with stamps, blocks of four, miniature blocks. 40 €
Accumulation L223279 - Accumulation on 3 stockbooks, with postage stamps from the German Area and the USA 25 €
Accumulation L223282 - Collection on 4 binders, with postage stamps from Italy and the USA. 40 €
Accumulation L223285 - Collection of 4 binders and envelopes. 45 €
Accumulation L223297 - Accumulation on 2 stockbooks, with stamps, from Africa and Europe 30 €
Accumulation L223298 - Collection on 2 binders with stamps, from America and Europe 30 €
Accumulation L223329 - Accumulation on 2 binders, including miniature blocks, USSR, new ** never hinged. 25 €
Accumulation L223335 - Accumulation, on 2 albums, with football theme, and Austria. 25 €
Accumulation L223342 - Accumulation on 4 stockbooks. Look at the pictures. 25 €
Accumulation L223407 - Huge accumulation of circulated envelopes with excellent postage. 40 €
Accumulation L223433 - Accumulation, on 3 stockbooks, with stamps from the European area and Australia. 30 €
Accumulation L223436 - Accumulation on a stockbook, and stockbook pages. Look at the pictures. 20 €
Accumulation L223451 - Accumulation on 3 stockbooks, with stamps, also from Arab countries, Mexico. 45 €
Accumulation L223469 - Collection of envelopes, maximum stockcards, and postcards. 15 €
Accumulation L223470 - Collection of 2 stockbooks, with stamps from the European area. 15 €

Europe > Austria

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Austria L223068 - Austria Collection, on 2 binders, with over 130 envelopes, postal stationery, classic and semi-classic area. 130 €
Austria L223144 - Collection of Postal History, of Austria, from the classical period. 25 €
Austria L223205 - Austria collection, on 4 official folders: 1993, 1995, 1999, and 2001, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 25 €
Austria L223260 - Collection of FDC Austria, from 1948 to 1972, on binder, 30 €
Austria L223311 - Austria collection, on album, with postage stamps, used, from 1980 to 1989. 20 €
Austria L223442 - Austria collection, on stockbook, until 2006, with stamps, new and used. 40 €
Austria L223472 - Superb collection Austria, on album, 1850 to 1961, with stamps, new * / ** and used. Excellent classic 

section, with interesting cancellations. 1920s / 30s with stamps, new * / **, very advanced, with certificates. Excellent 
lot of services and occupations,

3800 €

Austria L223476 - Austria collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new and used, with an excellent lot of classics. 490 €
Austria L223483 - Austria Collection, on albums, from 1850 to 1926, with postage stamps, used and new, large lot of 

classics, excellent cancellations, interesting occupations section, and field mail. Very high catalog value.
1000 €

Europe > Benelux

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Belgium L223350 - Belgium collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, from the beginning to the 2000s. 120 €
Belgium L223425 - Collection Belgium Collection, on stockbook, from the beginning to 1999, with postage stamps, used. 60 €
Belgium L223435 - Belgium collection, on stockbook. until 2010, with stamps, used. 30 €
Holland L223453 - Holland collection, on stockbook, until 2009, with postage stamps, used. 30 €

Post Catapult L223491 - 1933 postcard traveled with Posta Catapult to New York by the transatlantic Bremen. 180 €
Holland L223492 - Holland collection, 1999, on official folder, with stamps, new ** never hinged 25 €

Luxembourg L223521 - Luxembourg Collection, on albums, from 1852 to 1959, with new and used postage stamps, from no. 1, 
also signed, from the new 30s **, including beautiful Caritas sets, very high catalog value.

460 €

Belgium L223527 - Belgium collection, on stockbook cabinets, with services only, used. 30 €

Europe > Eastern Europe

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Hungary L223058 - Hungary collection, in about 90 envelopes, and postcards, classical and semi-classical period, excellent 
postage

100 €

Hungary L223112 - Collection Hungary, with stamps and blocks, in complete sets, all new ** never hinged. Note the Romanian
occupation sets of Debrecen and the 1974 Mona Lisa mini-block, for 200 eur.

150 €

Soviet Union L223209 - 1984, Soviet Union, small block, Gagarin, new ** never hinged. 60 €
Soviet Union L223234 - Soviet Union collection, on albums, from 1958 to 1970, with postage stamps, used. 55 €

Russia L223235 - Russia collection, on stockbook, from 1923, with new and used postage stamps. 140 €
Soviet Union L223241 - Soviet Union collection, on 7 notebooks, with used stamps. 60 €

Russia L223246 - Russia collection, on stockcard stock, with postage stamps, new ** never hinged, and used, lots of 
classics, to be inspected carefully

90 €

Russia L223247 - Russia collection, on stockbook, from the beginning to 1923, with stamps, new and used, even repeated, 
very high catalog value.

250 €

Russia L223249 - Huge stock of Russian postal stationery, traveled, 1990s. Impossible to photograph everything 30 €
Turkey L223253 - Turkey collection, on stockbook, from the beginning to the 60s, with new and used stamps. Interesting 

classic section.
60 €

Soviet Union L223258 - Soviet Union collection, on album pages, with stamps, new * / ** and used. 50 €
Soviet Union L223291 - Soviet Union collection, on albums, from 1989 to 1991, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 40 €
Soviet Union L223292 - Soviet Union collection, on albums, from 1985 to 1988, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 40 €



Russia L223309 - Russia collection, on albums, from 1995 to 1998, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 70 €
Soviet Union L223310 - Soviet Union collection, on albums, from 1970 to 1973, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 40 €
Soviet Union L223313 - Soviet Union collection, on binder, with stamps, new ** never hinged, from 1967 to 1970. 60 €
Soviet Union L223314 - Soviet Union collection, from 1977 to 1980, on binder, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 35 €
Soviet Union L223315 - Soviet Union collection, on binder, from 1981 to 1984, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 40 €
Soviet Union L223316 - Soviet Union Collection, on binder, from 1959 to 1988, with mostly used stamps. 60 €

Russia L223328 - Russia collection, on albums, from 1992 to 1994, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 60 €
Soviet Union L223330 - Soviet Union collection, on binder, from 1973 to 1977, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 40 €

Russia L223336 - Russia collection, from 2000 to 2007, with stamps, new ** never hinged, very advanced, perhaps complete
years.

300 €

USSR L223395 - Collection of FDC USSR, from 1985 to 1988. See photos. 15 €
Hungary L223414 - Hungary collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, from the beginning to 1997. 60 €
Russia L223415 - Collection Russia, on stockbook, from 1990 to 2015, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged, in sets cpl. 180 €

Romania L223417 - Collection Romania, on stockbook, until 1996, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged. 350 €
Soviet Union L223424 - Soviet Union collection, on stockbook, until 1990, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged. 190 €

Poland L223444 - Poland collection, on stockbook, until 1990, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged. 140 €
Poland L223448 - Poland collection, on stockbook, up to the 90s, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used. 50 €

Bulgaria L223452 - Bulgaria collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used. 35 €
Czech Republic L223456 - Czech Republic collection, on stockbook pages, from 1993 to 2016, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 290 €
Czechoslovakia L223460 - Czechoslovakia collection, on stockbook, from 1918 to 1992, with postage stamps, used. 190 €

Hungary L223482 - Hungary collection, on album pages, from the beginning, with stamps, mostly used, to be inspected 
carefully.

240 €

Czechoslovakia L223507 - Lot Czechoslovakia, on album and stockbook pages, with stamps and miniature blocks, new and used. 20 €
Romania L223531 - Romania collection, on album pages, 2006, with postage stamps, used. 25 €

Europe > France

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

France and
colonies

L223257 - Collection France and colonies, on album pages, with stamps, new * hinged, and used. 15 €

France and
Colonies

L223339 - Collection France and Colonies, on 2 stockbooks, with stamps, new (mainly **) and used, even in 
complete sets.

90 €

France L223347 - Collection France, on albums, from 1870, with stamps, new and used. 40 €
French Andorra L223471 - French Andorra Collection, on album pages, from 1931, with stamps, new * hinged, also good values, but 

all defective.
30 €

France L223473 - Lot of classics, France, with stamps, used, repeated, with lots of value. Also 1Fr Napoleon and precious 
red cancellations.

590 €

France L223495 - France collection, on 2 binders, with FDC and Maximum stockcards. 50 €
France L223530 - Collection France, on albums, from 1853 to 1968, with postage stamps, used and new * / **, with complete

pages, with pockets.
80 €

France L223533 - Collection France, on albums, from 1945, with stamps, new * / ** (mostly ** never hinged) with some 
specializations.

35 €

Europe > Germany

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Germany Bund L223104 - Used collection Germany Bund, from 1949 to 1997, on 3 Lindner albums, with apparently complete pages,
with pockets, which alone are worth over 500 euros!

100 €

Germany Reich L223151 - Germany Reich Collection, on stockbook. Empire, Lot of Brustschild. In the queue Lot Europa. 35 €
Germany Bund L223194 - Germany Bund collection, on 2 albums, with first day stockcards. 15 €

Berlin L223195 - Berlin collection, on 4 albums, with first day stockcards 30 €
Bohemia and

Moravia
L223281 - Bohemia and Moravian collection, on 2 stockbooks, with stamps, new ** never hinged, very advanced. 120 €

Germany L223318 - Germany collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used. Look at the pictures. 20 €
Germany DDR L223344 - Germany DDR collection, on binder, with new postcards ** never hinged. 50 €

Germany L223354 - Germany Reich and Occupations Collection, on albums, lots of blocks and valuable sets, with stamps, 
new * / ** (mainly *), eg. Wagner *, Goethe Foglietti, Berlin value cpl set, very high catalog value.

990 €

Germany Bund L223416 - Germany Bund collection, on album, from 1949 to 1990, with postage stamps, used. 40 €
Germany L223422 - Germany collection, on stockbook. Look at the pictures. 15 €

Germany DDR L223432 - Germany DDR collection, on stockbook, from 1949 to 1990, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 290 €
Germany L223506 - Collection Germany, from the Reich to the Occupation Zones of the Second World War, to Germany DDR,

on large album, with used and new * stamps hinged, even in complete sets.
320 €

Germany Bund L223538 - Germany Bund collection, from 1949 to 2000, on large stockbook, with stamps used at first, then new ** 
never hinged. High catalog value.

240 €

Germany Bund L223539 - Germany Bund collection, from 1954 to 1996, with new stamps **. 50 €
Germany Bund L223540 - Germany Bund Collection, 1949-2000, with used stamps. 40 €
Germany Bund L223541 - Germany Bund Collection, from 1954 to 1997, with mostly new stamps ** never hinged. 70 €
Germany Bund L223543 - Germany Bund collection, from 1949, with used stamps. 35 €
Germany Bund L223544 - Germany Bund collection, with used stamps. 25 €



Europe > Iberia

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Spain L223428 - Spain collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged, and used, until 1994, good lot of 
classics.

80 €

Spain L223457 - Spain collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, from the classics. 30 €

Europe > Italy Old States

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Ancient Italian
states

L223520 - Beautiful stock, new and used stamps, many signed and certified, even postal history. 2400 €

Europe > Italy Colonies

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Aegean L223338 - Egeo Collection, with round of 14 cpl set, Garibaldi, with stamps, new ** never hinged, with Air Mail, Sass. 
14-20, for a total of  10600 catalog value. Average / good quality.

1600 €

Europe > Italy Kingdom

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Fiume L223332 - Fiume collection, on albums, from 1918 to 1924, with postage stamps, used, complete pages Marini, 
showcase format.

80 €

Europe > Italy Other

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italian area L222884 - Collection of 90s FDCs, from Italy, the Vatican, and San Marino. 40 €
Italy L223447 - Italy collection, on stockbook, from the beginning to 2000, with mainly used stamps. 40 €
Italy L223475 - Italia Collection, on stockbook pages, from the Ancient States, noticed a beautiful Tuscan envelope 

directed to Paris.
440 €

Italy L223499 - Italy collection, with old documents, newsstockcards, prefilatelics, from 1600 to 1900. 310 €

Europe > Italy Republic

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italy Republic L223278 - Italia Repubblica collection, on 2 albums, from 1945 to 1993, with postage stamps, used, advanced. 220 €
Italy Republic L223295 - Small specialized collection, Italy at work, Syracusana, and Michelangelo, on stockbook pages. 15 €

Italy L223429 - Italy collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used, even a small lot of the Papal State. 40 €

Europe > San Marino

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

San Marino L223333 - San Marino collection, from 1965 to 1982, on 2 albums, with stamps, new, ** never hinged. 40 €

Europe > Scandinavia



COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Finland L223035 - Finland collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new * / ** and used. 30 €
Finland L223164 - Finland collection, 2000s, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 30 €
Aland L223262 - Aland collection, in 4 official liners, from 1993 to 1999, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 60 €

Sweden L223454 - Sweden collection, on stockbook, up to 2000, with postage stamps, used. 30 €
Norway L223484 - Norway collection, from 1999 to 2000, on 2 official folders, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 30 €
Norway L223493 - Norway collection, 1999, on official folder, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 15 €

Scandinavia L223523 - Scandinavia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged, to be inspected carefully. 40 €

Europe > Switzerland

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Switzerland L223143 - Switzerland collection, on binder with envelopes, with special cancellations, 1990s. 15 €
Switzerland L223180 - Switzerland collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used, until 2000s. 55 €
Switzerland L223182 - Switzerland Postal History Collection, until 2010. 25 €
Switzerland L223184 - Switzerland Collection, with FDC, postcards, and postal history. 25 €
Switzerland L223254 - Switzerland collection, on stockbook with stamps, used. 30 €
Switzerland L223431 - Switzerland collection, on stockbook, until 2009, from the classics, with postage stamps, used. 60 €
Switzerland L223477 - Switzerland collection, on stockbook pages, with postage stamps, used, from the classical period. High 

overall value.
290 €

Switzerland L223532 - Remains of Switzerland collection, on albums, from 1850 to 1960, with stamps, mostly used, possibly 
complete pages, with pockets.

15 €

Switzerland L223536 - Lot Switzerland, with new and used stamps, also in complete sets. 45 €
Switzerland L223537 - Lot Switzerland, with new stamps * / **, also in complete sets. 60 €
Switzerland L223542 - Switzerland collection, with used and new * / ** stamps, even in complete sets, for a high overall value. 120 €

Europe > United Kingdom

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

England L223248 - England stock, classic stamps only, on stockcard stock, mostly used, mixed conditions, even 2 Penny 
Black, huge catalog value.

370 €

England L223413 - England collection, on stockbook, from early 2000, with postage stamps, used. 60 €
England L223474 - England collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged, in sets cpl. 370 €
England L223524 - England collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, new ** never hinged, and postal history. 25 €

Europe > Vatican

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Vatican L223172 - 1935, Vatican, circulated postcard, with cpl set (not in tariff), juridical congress, 450 euro catalog. 50 €

Europe > Europe Other

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Europe L222875 - Europe collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used, also from France, Belgium, Monaco 30 €
Denmark L223025 - Collection Denmark, on stockbook, with stamps, new * / ** and used. 30 €
Europe L223056 - Europe collection, on 2 albums, with stamps, new and used. 40 €

Denmark L223082 - Denmark collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used, from 1870 to 2000. 30 €
Europe World L223110 - Collection of stamps, various Topical, in complete sets, all new ** never hinged. 80 €

Europe L223152 - Europa Collection, with postal stationery, Traveled and not. 35 €
Europe - World L223161 - Europe - World Collection, on huge Minkus album, with stamps, new * hinged, and used, to be inspected 

carefully.
50 €

Europe - World L223162 - Europe - World Collection, on album blocks, with stamps, used, classic and semi-classic, to be inspected 
carefully

70 €

Europe - World L223165 - Europe - World Collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new and used, from the classics, to be 
inspected carefully.

90 €

Europe L223166 - Collection of postcards Europe, in black and white, do not travel. 25 €
Europe L223167 - Europe collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, from: Scandinavia and northern Europe. 50 €
Europe L223191 - Lot of travel envelopes in Europe. 45 €

Greece and
Crete

L223202 - Greece and Crete collection, on stockcard stock, with mostly used stamps. 50 €

Greece and
England

L223259 - Greece and England collection, on album pages, with postage stamps, used, only classics. 60 €



Europe L223263 - Europe collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used. Noted sets of Poland 
blocks, and beautiful Soviet Union blocks of four.

80 €

Iceland L223270 - Official Iceland folder, 2006, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 25 €
Europe L223331 - Europe collection, on binder, with blocks, new ** never hinged. See the photos. 25 €
Monaco L223346 - Monaco collection, on albums, from 1967 to 1976, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 90 €
Monaco L223353 - Monaco collection, on album, from the beginning to 1964, with stamps, mostly new * hinged. Noticed new 

Red Cross slips ** never hinged, and postage stamps over the phone **.
620 €

Iceland L223396 - Collection of FDC Iceland, up to the 90s. 40 €
Europe L223397 - Collection of Postal Stationery, and FDC, from Europe. Look at the pictures. 15 €
Faroer L223399 - Faroer collection, with FDC, up to the 90s. 40 €
Iceland L223423 - Iceland collection, on stockbook, until 2006, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged. 50 €

Slovakia L223441 - Slovakia collection, on stockbook pages, until 2016, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used. 170 €
Greece L223449 - Greece collection, on stockbook, from the beginning to 2013, with stamps, mostly used. 40 €
Europe L223466 - Europe collection, with postcards, new ** never hinged. 30 €
Europe L223498 - Europe collection, with envelopes, postcards, FDC, especially France, and Switzerland, from the classical 

period.
80 €

Europe CEPT L223508 - Europa CEPT collection, on albums, from 1956 to 1969, with new stamps ** never hinged. 210 €
Europe CEPT L223509 - Europa CEPT collection, on albums, from 1977 to 1980, with new stamps and blocks ** never hinged, 

advanced.
50 €

Europe CEPT L223510 - Europa CEPT collection, on albums, from 1981 to 1984, with new stamps ** never hinged, advanced. 70 €
Europe CEPT L223511 - Europa CEPT collection, on albums, from 1970 to 1976, with new stamps ** never hinged. 90 €
Europe CEPT L223512 - Europa CEPT collection, on albums, from 1985 to 1989, with new stamps ** never hinged. 110 €

Turkey L223535 - Turkey collection, from the beginning up to the 70s, on stockbook, with new and used stamps, partly 
classified.

100 €

Africa

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Ivory Coast L223212 - Ivory Coast Collection, on album pages, from 1900 to 1990, with mostly used stamps. 20 €
Liberia L223213 - Liberia collection, on albums, from 1886 to 1990, with mostly used stamps. 55 €

South Africa L223228 - Collection of South African states, on stockcards: Orange, and Transvaal. Mainly used stamps, even high 
values, in shillings and lire.

90 €

Africa L223312 - Africa Collection, on binder, with used blocks. 30 €
Sudan and Mali L223351 - Sudan and Mali collection, on stockbook, up to the 70s, with postage stamps, new * hinged, including 

postal history.
250 €

Egypt L223355 - Egypt collection, on album pages, from 1867 to 1947, with new * and used stamps, good catalog value. 160 €
Egypt L223378 - Egypt collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new * / ** (mainly **), high catalog value. 250 €

Rwanda L223400 - Rwanda collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new and used. 30 €
Reunion Island L223480 - Reunion Island Collection, on albums, from the beginning to 1974, with stamps, new * / ** and used 

(mainly **). Numbers 1 and 2 reprints, very advanced collection, almost cpl, very high catalog value.
2100 €

Americas

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Cuba L223153 - Cuba collection, on stockbook, from 1873 to 1990, with new and used postage stamps. 60 €
United States L223197 - United States collection, on stockcard stock, with stamps, mostly used. 70 €

America L223204 - America Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, from the classics. 25 €
Zeppelin L223224 - 1926, first flight around the world on Zeppelin, envelope from Los Angeles to Bremen, flight LZ127. 80 €

Virgin Islands L223225 - Lot Virgin Islands, on stockcard, with stamps, new * hinged (1 copy without rubber). Look at the pictures. 180 €
United States L223232 - United States collection, in 10 folders with special blocks, celebration of the century. 20 €
United States L223288 - United States collection, on albums, from 2003 to 2005, with stamps, new ** never hinged, including 

postcards. High face value.
390 €

United States L223289 - United States collection, on albums, from 2000 to 2002, with stamps, new ** never hinged, including 
postcards. Noticed Looney Tunes not notched.

550 €

United States L223290 - United States collection, on albums, from 1945 to 1969, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 90 €
United States L223293 - United States collection, on album pages, 2012, with stamps, new ** never hinged, including postcards. 100 €
United States L223296 - 1969, United States, first man on the moon block, with 2 stamps, no American flag, unknown astronaut. 

Bolaffi and Diena certificates.
890 €

United States L223299 - United States collection, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged, from 1970 to 1980. 120 €
United States L223300 - United States collection, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged, from 1981 to 1992. 190 €
United States L223301 - United States collection, on album, with postage stamps, new ** never hinged, from 1998 to 1999. Noted 

Looney Tunes, not indented.
280 €

United States L223302 - United States collection, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged, from 1993 to 1997. 240 €
United States L223303 - United States collection, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged, from 2006 to 2007, including 

postcards. Very high face value.
490 €

United States L223304 - United States collection, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged, from 2008 to 2011, including 
postcards. Very high face value.

490 €

United States L223306 - United States collection, on album pages, from 2013 to 2014, including postcards, with stamps, new ** 
never hinged. High face value

170 €

United States L223327 - United States collection, on album, with miniature blocks, new ** never hinged, 90s 70 €
United States L223337 - United States collection, with stamps, blocks, miniature blocks, postcards, new ** never hinged, until 490 €



2000s, very high face value.
Chile L223348 - Chile collection, on albums, from 1850 to 1987, with stamps, new * / ** and used. 2 books on Chilean 

philately.
240 €

South America L223356 - South America collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, many valuable classics. Noted great 
lots of Chile, Colombia, and Brazil. Partly mixed quality, but very high value.

740 €

Argentina L223384 - Argentina collection, on album pages, with stamps, new and used, including interesting recent years, with 
stamps, new ** never hinged, and postal history.

150 €

Uruguay L223385 - Uruguay Collection, on album pages, with stamps, new and used, from the classical period. 120 €
South America L223386 - Salvador and Venezuela collection, on album pages, with stamps, new and used, from the classics. 50 €

Peru L223387 - Peru collection, on album pages, with stamps, new and used, from the classical period. 70 €
South America L223388 - South America Collection: Haiti, Honduras and Panama, with new and used stamps from the classics. 60 €

Mexico L223389 - Mexico collection, on album pages, with stamps, new and used, from the classical period. 60 €
Guatemala L223390 - Guatemala Collection, on album pages, with stamps, new and used, from the classics. 60 €

South America L223391 - Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador collection, on album pages, with new and used stamps from the
classical period.

90 €

Colombia L223392 - Colombia collection, on album pages, with stamps, new and used, from the classical period. 70 €
USA L223406 - USA collection, on stockcard, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 15 €

Brazil L223410 - Brazil collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used, until 2005. 50 €
Canada L223430 - Canada collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used, until 2000. 50 €

Argentina L223434 - Argentina collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used. 30 €
USA L223443 - USA collection, on 2 stockbook cabinets, with postage stamps, used, until 2002. 60 €

Canada L223479 - Canada collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new and used, excellent classic lot, Newfoundland, 
also United States, high catalog value.

280 €

Cuba L223488 - Collection, with stamps, new ** never hinged, in complete sets, envelopes, FDC, and old documents. 30 €
Canada L223490 - Canada collection, from 1999 to 2000, on 2 official folders, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 110 €
Uruguay L223522 - Uruguay collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged, to be inspected carefully. 30 €
Ecuador L223526 - Remains of Ecuador collection, on albums, with postage stamps, used, from 1865 to 1968, on possibly 

complete pages.
15 €

South America L223528 - South America collection, with postage stamps, used, from the classical period. 35 €
United States L223534 - Remains of the United States collection, on albums, from 1851 to 1976, with postage stamps, used, 

possibly complete pages, with pockets.
25 €

Asia and Oceania

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Israel L223021 - Israel collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new * / ** and used 25 €
Asia L223064 - Asia collection, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used, in particular the Middle East. 80 €

Bhutan L223160 - Bhutan collection, on stockbook, with special stamps, including silk blocks. 190 €
China L223170 - Special commemorative album with 2010 Shanghai stamps, new ** never hinged. 20 €
China L223171 - China lot with 7 coin / porcelain envelopes, plus more for free. 40 €
China L223176 - China collection, on 3 special folders, 90/2000 years, with stamps and blocks, new ** never hinged. 40 €
Korea L223185 - Korea collection, on stockbook, from the Empire to the 80s, with stamps, new and used, some reprints of 

the classical period, free of charge.
80 €

Asia L223201 - Asia collection, with stamps, new and used, on large format stockcards. 90 €
China L223210 - China collection, on album pages, from the Dragons, with postage stamps, used. 40 €
Asia L223216 - Asia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. Interesting lots China and Thailand (Foglietti). 80 €

Thailand L223240 - Thailand collection with postmarks and stamps, new ** never hinged, 2000s. 90 €
Israel L223250 - Israel collection, from 1948 to 1952, on binder, with postal history and FDC, for very high value. 250 €
Israel L223256 - Israel collection, on album pages, from 1948 to 1959, with stamps, new * / **, with and without appendix, 

including excellent sets and leaflets.
150 €

Israel L223261 - Israel postal history collection, from 1967 to 1968, on binder, with FDC, field mail, and envelopes with 
special cancellations.

35 €

China L223264 - China collection, on 6 folders, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 50 €
China L223272 - Antique illustrated Schaubek album, from 1890, in good condition, to be completed. 20 €
Asia L223275 - Asia collection, on albums, with stamps, mostly used. 60 €
Asia L223284 - Asia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. China lot noticed. 30 €

China L223322 - China collection, on stockbook pages, from 1950 to 1959, with used stamps, many cpl set of value. 350 €
TAAF L223349 - TAAF collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used and on fragment, with a lot of postal history 

(including an envelope autographed by Paul Emile Victor). Lots of valuable stamps, for a very high catalog value.
780 €

Iraq and Jordan L223357 - Iraq and Jordan collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 100 €
Syria L223358 - Syria collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged 120 €

Lebanon L223359 - Lebanon collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new * / ** (mainly **). 70 €
Palestine L223360 - Palestine Collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new * / **, with variety of Transjordan Topical. 220 €

Afghanistan L223361 - Afghanistan collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged 30 €
Iraq L223362 - Iraq collection, with leaflet, new ** never hinged, from 1949 40 €

Syria L223363 - Syria collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new * / ** (mainly **), also in cpl set 190 €
Lebanon L223364 - Lebanon collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new * / ** (mostly **) 140 €

Iran L223365 - Iran collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged 45 €
Iraq L223366 - Iraq collection, on stockbook pages, confogliettii, new ** never hinged 140 €

Abu Dhabi and
UAE

L223367 - Abu Dhabi and UAE collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged, in sets cpl. 130 €

Kuwait L223368 - Kuwait collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new * / ** almost all **) 90 €
Bahrain L223369 - Bahrain collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged, in sets cpl 130 €

Syria L223370 - Syria Collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new * / ** (mainly **). Lots of valuable blocks, very high
catalog value.

330 €



Iraq and Jordan L223371 - Iraq and Jordan collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged, 150 €
Iran L223372 - Iran collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged, in value cpl set 140 €

Syria L223373 - Syria collection, on stockbook pages, with blocks, new ** never hinged 90 €
Qatar and

Dubai
L223374 - Qatar and Dubai collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new * / **, in sets cpl 150 €

Abu Dhabi L223375 - Abu Dhabi collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged, in sets cpl 210 €
Middle East L223376 - Collection Oman, Yemen, Libya, Bahrain, and Kuwait, on stockbook pages, with stamps, almost all, new **

never hinged.
260 €

Saudi Arabia L223377 - Saudi Arabia Collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new * / ** (mainly **), in sets cpl. 480 €
Syria and
Lebanon

L223379 - Syria and Lebanon collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged 120 €

Middle East L223380 - Middle East collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new * / ** (mainly **), also in cpl set: Lebanon, 
Egypt etc

120 €

Qatar L223381 - Qatar collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new * / ** (mainly **), high catalog value. 220 €
Middle East L223382 - Collection Dubai, Palestine, Qatar, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new * / ** (mostly **), high catalog 

value
250 €

Lebanon L223383 - Lebanon Collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new * / ** (mainly **), lots of valuable blocks. High 
overall catalog value.

240 €

Japan L223420 - Japan collection, on stockbook, until 2003, with postage stamps, used. 30 €
China L223421 - China collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new and used. 90 €
Israel L223427 - Israel collection, on stockbook pages, until 2004, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged. 120 €

Australia L223450 - Australia collection, on stockbook, until 2010, with stamps, mostly used. 30 €
Israel L223458 - Israel collection, on album pages, from 1976 to 1982, with stamps, new ** never hinged, with TAB 35 €
Israel L223459 - Israel collection, on albums, from 1965 to 1976, with stamps, new ** never hinged, with TAB. 35 €

Vietnam L223481 - Huge accumulation of stamps, Vietnam, in cpl set, on stockbook, many years 50, not indented. Huge 
catalog value!

1480 €

China L223489 - China collection, 1999, on official folder, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 40 €
Hong Kong L223494 - Hong Kong collection, 1999, on official folder, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 40 €
Hong Kong L223496 - Hong Kong collection, from 1999 to 2000, on 2 official folders, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 80 €

Taiwan L223501 - Taiwan collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used, until 2002. 60 €
Hong Kong and

Macau
L223502 - Hong Kong and Macao collection, on stockbook pages, with leaflets, new ** never hinged, until the 90s. 220 €

Taiwan L223503 - Taiwan collection, on stockbook page, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 140 €
China and

Taiwan
L223504 - China and Taiwan collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new and used. 90 €

Burma L223505 - 1944, Burma, Japanese occupation, letter with interesting postage. 75 €
New Caledonia L223529 - Remains of New Caledonia collection, on albums, from 1859 to 1958, with new stamps, complete album 

pages, with pockets.
20 €

Rest of the world

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

World L222932 - World collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged. 50 €
World L223145 - Lot of FDC World 20 €
World L223146 - World Postal History Collection, with envelopes also from the classical period. 25 €
World L223147 - World Collection, with postal stationery, traveled and new, mostly from the classical era. 240 €
World L223154 - Collection of Numismatic Envelopes, World, with Banknotes and coins. 45 €
World L223156 - World Collection, with stamps, new * / ** and used, also cpl set, to be inspected with the utmost attention. 100 €
World L223157 - World Postal History Collection, with Traveled Envelopes. 20 €
World L223163 - World Collection, on album pages, mainly various Topical, with stamps, new ** never hinged, in sets cpl. 80 €
World L223173 - World Collection, on stockbook cabinet, with letters, postcards, postal stationery, only classics, to be 

inspected carefully.
290 €

World L223177 - World Collection, with stamps, new * hinged, and used, from the classics, to be inspected carefully. 60 €
World L223178 - World Collection, on old Schaubek album, from 1939, to be completed 30 €
World L223179 - Asia and Africa collection, on album, with stamps, new * / **, also cpl. 60 €
World L223183 - Lot of Postal Stationery, World, Classical and Semiclassical Period 190 €
World L223186 - World collection, with letters, postcards, and postal history, also classical period. 45 €
World L223187 - Lot of stamps, new and used, in particular, USA and Bhutan, on stockcard. To be inspected carefully. 130 €
World L223188 - Lot World, on stockcard, with stamps, new and used, even classic ones, to be inspected carefully. 40 €
World L223189 - Lot world, with 27 circulated letters, from the classical period. 80 €
World L223190 - Lot of 28 postcards, small format, classical period, World. 120 €
World L223192 - "Lot of postage stamps, new and used, postal history, lots of valuable material, for example a nice Penny 

Black, and a registered letter in cloth, from the Ottoman Empire, with ""worthless"" print."
440 €

World L223193 - Lot World, in about 50 letters and postcards, circulated, from the classical and semiclassical period. 160 €
World L223198 - World Collection, on about 100 stockcards, with stamps, new and used, in sets cpl. 50 €
World L223199 - World Collection, on about 100 stockcards, with stamps, new and used, in sets cpl. 50 €
World L223200 - World Collection, with envelopes, postcards, and postal stationery, traveled, classical and semiclassical 

period.
150 €

World L223208 - Lot World, on stockbook and album pages, with stamps, new and used, to be inspected carefully 50 €
World L223214 - World postal history collection, with envelopes, entire post offices, and postcards, circulated, classical 

period.
70 €

World L223217 - World Collection, on 2 Schwaneberger albums: the first from 1840 to 1890 and the second from 1891. The
collection is to be completed, but the albums are complete and in perfect condition, with a total of over 1900 pages. 
Rare in this state.

160 €

World L223220 - World Collection, with postal stationery from the classical and semiclassical period, traveled and not 380 €



traveled
World L223221 - World Collection, on stockcards and album pages, with stamps, new and used, classical and semi-

classical period, to be inspected carefully. Holograms from Bhutan and Greece noted, Mercury heads.
150 €

World L223223 - World Collection, on stockcard stock, with stamps, new and used. Look at the pictures. 20 €
World L223226 - Collection of 50 stockcards with World stamps. 35 €
World L223229 - Collection of postal stationery, World, traveled and not traveled, from the late 1800s. 90 €
World L223230 - World Postal History Collection, with circulated envelopes, classical and semiclassical period, beautiful 

postage
35 €

World L223231 - World Postal History Collection: FDC, envelopes, even numismatic envelopes with coins. 25 €
World L223236 - World postal history collection, with circulated envelopes, only classic period, up to the 1920s, beautiful 

postage.
320 €

World L223238 - World Collection, on stockcard, with stamps, mostly used, from the classical and semiclassical period, to 
be inspected carefully.

160 €

World L223239 - World Collection, on stockcard, with new and used stamps, to be inspected carefully. 50 €
World L223243 - World Collection, on stockcard, with stamps, new and used, lots of classics, to be inspected carefully. 90 €
World L223244 - World Postal History Collection: postal stationery, and circulated, censored envelopes, even a Bank of 

China check.
90 €

World L223245 - World Postal History Collection, with FDC, Maximum stockcards, Envelopes with special cancellations. 20 €
World L223252 - World Postal History Collection, with envelopes and postal stationery, classical and semiclassical period. 60 €
World L223255 - World Collection, on stockcard, with stamps, new and used, from the classics, to be inspected carefully. 140 €
World L223265 - World postal history collection, with travel envelopes, from the classical and semiclassical period, to be 

carefully inspected
150 €

World L223266 - World Postal History Collection. Look at the pictures. 15 €
World L223268 - Incredible classic lot, with postage stamps, used, envelopes and postal stationery, traveled and not 

traveled. England No. 2 noted, and excellent Mauritius lot. Huge catalog value. To be inspected carefully.
990 €

World L223271 - Antique illustrated Schaubek album, from 1890, in good condition, to be completed. 130 €
World L223273 - World Collection, with postal stationery, traveled and unwrapped, classic and semi-classic. 200 €
World L223283 - Lot of World stamps, on stockbook, new * / ** and used, from the classics, also in sets cpl. Several 

valuable stamps, and even reprints (free of charge).
240 €

World L223287 - World Collection, with former Italian and English colonies, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never 
hinged, in cpl set

150 €

World L223317 - World collection, with stamps, new ** never hinged, in cpl set, offered at half the purchase price of the 
collector.

130 €

World L223341 - World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new * / **, and used, mainly German and French area. 80 €
World L223343 - World Collection, on albums, with stamps, new * hinged, and used, from the classical period, with stamps, 

sometimes glued to the pages.
35 €

World L223345 - World Collection, on 2 stockbooks, with stamps, new and used, from the classical period, with stamps, 
sometimes glued to the pages, to be carefully extracted. Excellent lots Japan and China.

160 €

World L223352 - World collection, with postage stamps, including classic ones, postal history, and lot of blocks and mini-
blocks Japan (some with creases).

130 €

World L223393 - World collection with envelopes and travel postcards, from the classical period. 85 €
World L223394 - Collection of FDC World. 20 €
World L223398 - Big World accumulation of envelopes traveled, with beautiful postage. 50 €
World L223401 - World Collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used, also Thailand, UN. 30 €
World L223402 - Huge accumulation, World, of travel envelopes, with interesting postage. 40 €
World L223403 - World Collection, with blocks, mostly new **. You noticed a lot of valuable pieces of stockcard. 360 €
World L223404 - Huge accumulation World, of circulated envelopes, excellent postage. 40 €
World L223405 - World Collection, with envelopes, postcards, postal stationery, from the classical and prefilatelic period. 150 €
World L223408 - World Collection, with blocks, mostly new ** never hinged, with some defective blocks, free of charge. 200 €
World L223409 - Huge accumulation of World, with circulated envelopes, beautiful postage. 40 €
World L223411 - World Collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used, from Denmark, Albania, Georgia, 70 €
World L223412 - World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. Also Belgium, Italy, Brazil. 30 €

Europe L223418 - Europe collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mainly used, also from Luxembourg, Malta San Marino 40 €
World L223419 - World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, also from Ecuador, Gana, Haiti. 60 €
World L223426 - World Collection, on stockbook, with used stamps, also from South Africa, Afghanistan, Guyana. 30 €
World L223437 - World Collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used. 30 €
World L223438 - World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, from Poland, Israel, Russia. 40 €
World L223440 - Lot of World blocks, new ** never hinged, and on travel envelopes, on albums. 60 €
World L223445 - World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, to be inspected carefully. 60 €
World L223446 - World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, from Palestine, Paraguay, Sierra Leone. 40 €

Europe - World L223455 - Europe - World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used. 30 €
World L223461 - World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mainly used, also from Chile, Colombia, Congo. 40 €
World L223462 - World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, also from India, Indonesia, Kenya. 60 €
World L223463 - World Collection, on 10 mini-albums, with postage stamps, used 50 €
World L223464 - World Collection, on 10 mini-albums, with postage stamps, used 50 €
World L223465 - World Collection, on 11 mini-albums, with postage stamps, used 50 €
World L223467 - Huge accumulation World, of travel envelopes 30 €
World L223468 - World collection, with blocks, new ** never hinged. 390 €

Europe World L223478 - Europa World Collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new and used, many valuable stamps and 
leaflets, for a very high overall value.

290 €

UN L223486 - UN collection, from 1999 to 2001, with stamps, new ** never hinged and used, FDC, and special 
cancellations.

50 €

World L223497 - World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, many classics, in particular America, and 
former English colonies. To be inspected carefully.

190 €

World L223500 - World Collection, on 2 stockbooks, with stamps, new * / ** (mostly ** never hinged), also in cpl set, and 
blocks of four, mainly French colonies, and good Vietnam lot.

490 €

World L223519 - Europe World collection, with blocks, miniature blocks, blocks of four and stamps, new ** never hinged, in 
complete sets. Noted full block of Israel for the campaign against hunger and the number 1 leaflet of UN New York, 
for over 1,400 euros. Look at the pictures.

140 €



Topical

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Lions L222867 - Lions topical collection, on album, with envelopes with special cancellations. 25 €
Flora and fauna L222896 - Flora and Fauna topical collection, on binder, with FDC, envelopes with special cancellations, Maximum 

stockcards
15 €

Flora and fauna L222905 - Flora and Fauna topical collection, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used. 25 €
Lions L222950 - Lions topical collection, on album, with envelopes with special cancellations, and FDC 25 €
Lions L222952 - Lions topical collection, on album, with envelopes with special cancellations, and FDC 25 €

1982 World Cup L223158 - 1982 World Cup Thematic Collection, with the official FDCs of the event 15 €
Ships L223159 - Ships topical collection, with stamps, new ** never hinged and used, also in cpl set. 70 €

Various Topical L223211 - Collection of various Topical, on stockcards, with stamps, new ** never hinged, also cpl set, Bhutan and 
Vietnam.

50 €

Animals L223215 - Animals thematic collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. 70 €
Various Topical L223219 - Collection of various Topical, on stockbook pages, with postage stamps, used. Garda photos. 20 €
Various Topical L223227 - Collection of various Topical, with postage stamps on stockcards. 10 €

WWF L223274 - WWF topical collection, on binder, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and envelopes with special 
cancellations.

60 €

Sport L223280 - Sports-topical collection, with stamps, new ** never hinged, also leaflets and cpl set, 35 €
Various Topical L223286 - Collection of Various Topical, on 3 albums, with stamps, new and used. 30 €
Various Topical L223294 - Various Topical Collection, on 3 albums, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used. Note Olympics, and 

Walt Disney Topical.
30 €

Centenary of
the radio

L223307 - Centenary radio topical collection, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged 30 €

Christmas L223308 - Christmas-topical collection, on albums, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and envelopes with special 
cancellations.

20 €

Various Topical L223319 - Various Topical Collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used. 35 €
Christmas L223320 - Christmas collection, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 40 €
St. Mark's
Basilica

L223321 - St. Mark's Basilica Collection, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used. 25 €

1996 Olympics -
Atlanta

L223323 - 1996 Olympics Collection - Atlanta - on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 100 €

1996 Olympics -
Atlanta

L223324 - 1996 Olympics Collection - Atlanta, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 80 €

Italy 90 L223325 - Italy 90 topical collection, on album, with new stamps ** never hinged 100 €
Italy 90 L223326 - Italy 90 topical collection, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 80 €

Various Topical L223334 - Various Topical Collection, on 2 binders, with postage stamps, used. 30 €
Soccer L223340 - Football-topical collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 35 €
Flora L223439 - Flora Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, to be inspected carefully. 110 €

Hot air balloons L223485 - Hot-air balloon-topical collection, on album pages, with envelopes and postcards, with lots of special 
cancellations.

60 €

Bullfight L223487 - Special collection, Bullfighting theme, on album pages, with postcards, FDC, playbills, advertising flyers. 40 €
Various Topical L223525 - Various Topical Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, mainly animals. 40 €


